The Spirit of LVS
Ascot Awards
Celebrating outstanding achievements 2019-20

Welcome from School Principal, Christine Cunniffe
I have never been more proud to be Principal of LVS Ascot. I am humbled
by the tremendous spirit, grit, resilience and determination our community
has shown during this unprecedented time.
It has been a very emotional time; first being torn
from each other, then the challenges of online
learning, the exam result fiasco and preparation
for the return to school.
All our skills and resourcefulness have been
tested to the full and I am mighty honoured
to be addressing you in this Awards brochure;
a moment in time that will be unique in the
history of the school-the year it didn’t happen.

I don’t remember much Latin from school, only
Superabimus – ‘we shall overcome’. The Licensed
Victuallers’ School (LVS Ascot) has done so in the
past, will continue to in our present and this makes
us more resilient for the future.
Reflected in the first of our school aims ‘to reflect
on the past to embrace the challenge of the future’
– we emerge stronger than ever. Proud to be
LVS Ascot!
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Wouldn’t it be great if every one of you
was able to attend in person to celebrate
the successes and achievements made
over the past academic year.
This last academic year, especially the past nine
months, has been quite surreal for each and every
one of us. This is the first time in my 11+ plus years
as Chair of Education that I have not been able to
give every winner my personal congratulations or
meet and greet all of you in person at the school,
and for that I am very sad.
COVID-19, lockdown, Nightingale hospitals, shielding,
social distancing, furlough and many such terms are
now firmly imbedded within our everyday language.
The pandemic has affected virtually every individual
and organisation throughout the world and has caused
the largest disruption of education in more than 190
countries and all continents. Nearly 1.6 billion learners,
accounting for 94% of the school population have
been impacted.

It would be so easy to play the blame game of
governments not taking appropriate actions, schools
closing too quickly, quarantine regulations not being
introduced fast enough and a multitude of other
complaints. Hindsight is a wonderful thing.
Education has always faced challenges and calls for change.
A brief overview of LVS Ascot with 217 years delivering
education strongly shows the beneficial changes made
in UK education. LVS opened its first school in 1803, some
30 years before the state offered money each year for the
construction of schools for poor children in England and
Wales. Similarly, LVS raised the leaving age of children
at the school to 15 years in the 1870s, a measure not
taken by the state until 1947. Challenge and being at
the forefront of change seems so embedded at LVS.
I am tremendously proud of how the entire school has
responded so quickly and positively to our programme
of online learning.
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The incredible work of our teachers and staff at LVS
has demonstrated that through a committed team
approach, we can overcome many of the hurdles
placed in front of us. The online teaching programme
has had significant benefits as students are able to revisit
modules, reinforcing their learning and understanding.
A total of over 1800 online lessons were delivered to our
students on a weekly basis during lockdown. This was a
new working practice for our staff too and many hours
of preparation were also required to ensure that quality
lessons were delivered. Many of our students reported
that they enjoyed the online lessons and made very
good progress.
This year, in recognition of the outstanding commitment
to learning across the school, we have awarded more
prizes than in previous years to celebrate the success
of pupils across all year groups. In recognitioin of these
achievements, our scholarships will now be known as
The Spirit of LVS Awards. This is a defining moment in
the school’s history and acknowledges the resilience
and determination of the entire school community.
COVID, however, does not totally define the past
academic year. Very promising results were achieved at
GCSE, BTEC and A level. Well done to all those involved
in those examinations- again assessments were done
differently this year. No doubt there will be changes
next year but LVS students have developed the
confidence to deal with such changes in their stride.
Successful curriculum trips were organised prior to
March and the usual opportunities in music, The Duke
of Edinburgh scheme, drama and sport allowed or
students to participate and record some excellent
results. These are documented elsewhere.
We, as a school , have been very fortunate to have
received support from both organisations and individuals.

The Worshipful Company of
Innholders, Presentation College
and Venners, to name but a few,
have all contributed to the rewards
for our students over many years.
Similarly, individual contributions from
old pupils have had a beneficial effect
on many students as their efforts are
formally recognised. It is with great sadness
that I announce the passing of two special
people who have contributed over many,
many years to the development of LVS.
Edgar Lewis was a pupil in the 1930s and has sponsored
the best boy and girl with all round sporting ability in
both the Junior and Senior schools. Mr Lewis passed
away this year but the award will continue in his name.
Another LVS pupil who deserves special recognition is
Mr Frank Brake, who attended the school when it was
located in Slough. Frank, together with his brothers, set up
and developed Brake Brothers which became and remains
a multi-million pound business. The Brakes have been
very generous to the school over the years, contributing
funds for the dining hall and the library resources centre.
Their generosity continues through trusts set up in their
names. On behalf of the prize winners today, and those
who received awards in past years, I would like to thank
the companies and individuals for their generous
contributions both in terms of time and money.
2020 has certainly been an unusual year, but I am hopeful
that we will be able to celebrate both our special days
in the usual format in 2021. Meanwhile, I wish all of our
leavers every success in the next stage of their lives and
look forward to welcoming back our returning pupils
in just a short time. I send my best wishes to you all.
Anita Adams
Chair of Education, LVS Ascot
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Our children are given
the confidence to
believe in themselves
and follow their
dreams.

While this has been the strangest of years, I am delighted that we are
still able to celebrate the significant achievements of our pupils.
Over the past five months I have been astounded by
the determination and resilience of all our children
as they adapted to online learning. Their levels of
engagement and progress have been impressive
given the circumstances.
Every year is unique for different reasons and this
one will certainly stay in our memories for a lifetime.
But amidst the restrictions we have faced, I have
encouraged the children to look for the positives
and things they could feel grateful for.

Congratulations are due to all the pupils mentioned
in this brochure, but the efforts of all our pupils
should also be celebrated and recognised.
As we enter the new academic year, albeit in slightly
strange circumstances, I look forward to celebrating
more successes and achievements with our
fantastic community.
Rachael Cox
Head of LVS Ascot Infant & Junior School

The plethora of photographs that we received
demonstrated that there certainly were positives
to be found and I sincerely hope that we have
helped to create some memories for the children
that will be happy ones as the years pass by.

“

thank you…
I honestly don’t know what we would have done without you and the Year 5 team over the last few weeks.
Lottie is engaged, learning, seeing her friends and comes to tell me all the exciting things she is doing
(and gets us involved in videos if we aren’t careful!) Al and I have actually been able to work relatively
normal hours, which has made all the difference to us emotionally, and financially!
We cannot thank you enough - I also know that this won’t have been easy on you or your family, and we
are forever grateful for your kindness, support, passion for teaching and care for every child in your class.

Kate Smith
(Mum to Lottie, Year 5)
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Infant & Junior School Prizes

Year 7 Scholarships
(awarded to existing LVS Infant & Junior School pupils)

Award
Prize for Humanities
Reception Achievement
Reception Progress

Name

Award

Name

Neve Clarke

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship: Academic External

Tristan Hamilton

Harper Thomas

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship: Academic Internal

Rosie Robertson

Arthur Collins

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship

Chawsu Phyo

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Boy

Harvey Humphrey

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship

George Shaw

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Girl

Chloe Celi

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship

Sophie Newell

The Anita Adams Award for Progress throughout the Infant School
The Anita Adams Award for Achievement throughout the Infant School

Matthew Chen
Ruby Collins

The Anita Adams Award for Challenge

Daisy Luscombe

The Anita Adams Award for Challenge

Lois Davison

The Anita Adams Prize for Mathematics
The Anita Adams Prize for Science
The Edgar Lewis Prize for PE/Games

Rosie Robertson

The Presentation College Memorial Award for Science - Boy

George Shaw

The Presentation College Memorial Award for Science - Girl

Elizabeth McCrann

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Progress

Sienna Latimer

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Progress

Darcey Spraggett

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Progress

Natalya Yu

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Achievement

Elsie Nicholls

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Achievement

Aseye Kutortse

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Achievement

Teddy Ellinor-Wheeler

Year 2 Achievement

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship: Sport Male

Ethan Loader
Evalyn Guy
Gianna Pillay
Lucas Allen

Year 3Y Progress

Connor Millar

Year 3D Progress

Sam Perry

Year 3Y Achievement

Phoebe Ledsom

Year 3D Achievement

Scarlett Broderick

Joshua Caramba-Coker

Named Prizes
Edgar Lewis Prize for PE / Games
Ex-pupil Edgar Lewis, who was a keen sportsman, established
this award for progress and involvement in sport.

Graham Jones Presentation College Memorial Awards
Graham Jones was a Science Teacher at The Elvian School
and established a prize for Year 6 Science.

The Alan Quinn Prize for Head Boy & Head Girl
An LVS pupil from 1947-1958, Alan Quinn always felt he had so much to thank
the school for, that he wished to give something back to support future pupils.

The Anita Adams Prizes
Awarded by Chairman of LVS Ascot Governing Body for Mathematics,
Science, Key Stage 1 Progress and Key Stage 1 Achievement.

Year 4M Progress

Tamara Jenner

Year 4C Progress

Tilly-Mae Sampson

The Presentation College Memorial Awards

Year 4M Achievement

Amber Macdonald

Year 4C Achievement

Millie Cheesman

Awards in memory of Presentation College for the
best boy and girl student in the Sciences.

Year 5I Progress

William Bell

Year 5S Progress

Holly Johnston

Year 5R Progress

Annabella Burton

Year 5I Achievement

Sebastian Stahley

Year 5S Achievement

Tilly Kirkham

Year 5R Achievement

Noah Perry
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Sienna Latimer

Harrison Broderick

The Knowland Prize for English

Year 2 Progress

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship: Sport Female

Timothy Jenner
Elena Borrelli

Year 1 Achievement

Sophie Haywood

Chloe Celi

The Clements Prize for the Arts

Year 1 Progress

The Spirit of LVS Year 7 Scholarship: Music

The Trustee Prize for Year 6 Achievement & Progress
In memory of an ex-pupil.

Those named prizes not listed are given through the generosity of a company, an individual or family, in recognition of student
achievement or in remembrance of a person connected to the school. If you would like to sponsor a prize, please contact the
Licensed Trade Charity Office on 01344 884440 or email info@ltcharity.org.uk
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The Spirit of LVS Ascot Awards
Years 7-11

Year 10
Award
Effort Prize - Brake
Effort Prize - Buchanan
Effort Prize - Hart

Year 7

Year 8

Award

Name

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award
Effort Prize - Brake
Effort Prize - Buchanan
Effort Prize - Coburg
Effort Prize - Hart
Effort Prize - Kennington
Effort Prize - Melbourne

Mia James

Matilda Jackson
Alex (Alexander) Westwood
Daniel Pickard
Tobi (Olutobi) Folorunso
Shivam Ruparelia
Kiara Timm

Effort Prize - Kennington

Year 9

Award

Name

Effort Prize - Melbourne

Award
Outstanding Academic Achievement Award

Arthur Bole

Year 10 Commendation Award

Effort Prize - Brake

Effort Prize - Brake

Max Baisch

Art and Design

Effort Prize - Buchanan

Maia Kay

Effort Prize - Coburg

Alexandra Ayer

Effort Prize - Hart

Stephen Caulfield

Effort Prize - Kennington
Effort Prize - Melbourne

Taylor Clarke
Monty (Montgomery) Latimer

Effort Prize - Buchanan

Shalok Basra

Biology

Effort Prize - Coburg

Dennis Cantrell

Business

Effort Prize - Hart

Jabari Richards

Chemistry

Effort Prize - Kennington
Effort Prize - Melbourne

Angelina Yu
Riken Gurung

Computing
Drama
Design and Technology

Year 7 Commendation
Art and Design
Biology
Chemistry
Design Technology

Francesca Attard
Chloe Bishop
Shivam Ruparelia
Jesee Adhia
Shivam Ruparelia

English

Aiyana Lyengar

French		

Syanil Gurung

Geography
German
History
ICT		
Mathematics
Performing Arts

Finn Webster
Rebeca Amaris Molina
Isabella de Gouveia
Rebeca Amaris Molina
Finn Webster
Isobel Hayden

Year 8 Commendation Award
Biology
Chemistry
Design Technology
English

Bisoye Fafunwa-Onikoyi
Harry Thomas
Timothy Wild
Miles Denning
Ava Murray

Year 9 Commendation Award
Chemistry
Design Technology
English
Food Science and Nutrition

Food Science and Nutrition

Oliver Robinson

French

French

Pranjal Shreesh

Geography

Geography
German
History
ICT
Mathematics
Performing Arts

Georgia Welham
Gabriella Braccetti
Alexandra Ayer
Jaelyn Jumna

German
History
ICT
Mathematics

Grace Fisher
Aimee Millington
Shalok Basra
Angelina Yu
George Terry

Economics

Gauri Santhosh
Vidhi Pankhania
Benjamin Morath
Tilly (Matilda) Stearns

Charlotte Hoad

Serena Kaul
Eliza (Elizabeth) Kaye
Vidhi Pankhania
Ben Beidas
Dana Martynkina
Jack Murphy
Keira Landew

Food Science and Nutrition
French
Geography
History

Thomas Haywood

Joshua Keedy

English Literature

Dennis Cantrell
Dennis Cantrell

Grace Hogan

Charlotte Reid

German

Scarlett Freedman

Serena Kaul

English Language

Ethan Fanning

ICT
Mathematics

Kety (Enriqueta) Acuna
Selator Kutortse
Daisy Aridag
Anastassiya Korsun
Seren Williams
Steffi Riddell
Cody (Wang) Tang

Media Studies

Polly Westbury

Music

William Brooke

Performing Arts

Shalok Basra

Physical Education

Ava Murray

Philosophy and Religion

Alice Padrick

Philosophy

Maya Mignot

Photography

Daisy Aridag

Edward (Ponna) Chith

Philosophy

Liwen Ning

Philosophy and Religion

Emilia Jackson

Physical Education - Boy

Arthur Bole

Physical Education - Boy

Oliver Ward

Physical Education - Boy

Owen Bowles

Physical Education - Girl

Charlotte Hoad

Physical Education - Girl

Holly Brady

Physical Education - Girl

Abigail Russell

Physics

George Frost

Spanish

Neveen Adhia

Physics

James Cervo

Physics

Esa Naarani

Spanish

Alfie (Pengcheng) Wang

Spanish

Thomas Chambers
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Alena Goliana

Name

Outstanding Academic Achievement Award Timothy Wild
Jaelyn Jumna

Name

Physics
Psychology
Spanish
Sport - BTEC

Serena Kaul

Gauri Santhosh
Jack Murphy
Harrison Dodd
Thomas Pilkington
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Year 11
Award
Effort Prize - Brake
Effort Prize - Buchanan

Whole School Prizes
Name
Benjamin Sheppard
Charlotte Powell

Award

Name

Berkshire Masonic Charity’s
School Charity Award

Owen Lambert
Jabari Richards

Effort Prize - Coburg

Marcia Karavis

Contribution to Boarding

Effort Prize - Hart

Aimee Wrixon

EAL Award

Esther Levin

EAL Prize for Most Improved Pupil

Maya Dagan

Effort Prize - Kennington
Effort Prize - Melbourne

Constance Bole
Maisie Jack

EAL Prize for Excellent Progress

Alena Goliana

Edgar Lewis Prize for PE
Year 11 Commendation Award

Maisie Talbot

Art and Design

Aimee Wrixon

Biology

Matthew Carl

Business

Rohan Tamang

Chemistry

Joshua Rushton

Computing

Kiertan Solanki

Drama
Design and Technology

Maisie Jack
Yangjen Sherpa

English Language

Sophie Morath

English Literature

Bethan Newell

Food Technology

Iluminada Acuna

French
Geography
German
ICT
Mathematics
Media Studies
Music
Philosophy
Photography
Physics
Psychology
Spanish
Sport - BTEC
Textiles
The Edgar Lewis Prize
for Physical Education

Laila Ahmed
Aaron Cook
Kiertan Solanki
Yarik (Yaroslav) Krasnov
Kiertan Solanki
Joel Warren
Imogen Gadd
Robert McCrann
Matthew Lea
Bethan Newell
Benjamin Sheppard
Shelley (Shalini) Duggal
Emily Lambert
Yangjen Sherpa
Iluminada Acuna

The Ives Prize for History

Jenish Pun

The Presentation College
Memorial Award

Bethan Newell
and Keirtan Solanki

Hitchcock Prize for
Contribution to Music

Maksim Kutkov
Thomas Haywood

The Cecilia Smiga Memorial Award

William Brooke

The Chilvers Award for Community Spirit

James Dagan

The Christopher Capel Award

Owen Mills

The Gifford Prize for School Service

Owen Lambert

The Graham Evans Prize for Head Girl

Jasmine Imsirovic

The Graham Jones Award for Science

Bethan Newell

The Head of Boarders Prize

Henry Hamilton

The LRC Prize for Outstanding Commitment
The Outdoor Pursuits Cup - Leadership
The Outdoor Pursuits Cup - Achievement
The Petter Modern Foreign Language
Award for Dual Linguist

Simeon Jack
Ben Kingston
Owen Lambert

The Spirit of LVS Ascot Awards
6th Form
Year 13
Year 12
Name

Effort Prize - Brake

Frances Chappell

Effort Prize - Buchanan - Year 13

Zaki (Zakaria) Marsali

Effort Prize - Coburg - Year 13

Owen Lambert

Charlie Dodd

Effort Prize - Hart - Year 13

Effort Prize - Coburg

Poppy Trotter

Effort Prize - Kennington - Year 13

Henry Bole

Effort Prize - Melbourne - Year 13

Alfie Lawley

Effort Prize - Hart

Eve Parry-Jones

Effort Prize - Kennington

Anna (Yiying) Wang

Alexandra Skachko

Effort Prize - Melbourne

Maisie Stearns

Year 12 Commendation Award

Ellie Neal

Year 13 Commendation Award

Oliver Colebeck

Art (The Corlett Scholarship)

Jade Bull

Biology
Art

Somto (Somtochukwu) Unigwe

Biology

Kseniia Pavlova

Business Studies

Thomas Wilson
Kamran (Kamranbek) Davletyarov

Chemistry

Sean Henley

Business Studies

Maisie Stearns

Computer Science (BII Prize)

Simeon Jack

Chemistry

Robert Ellison

Criminology

Ben Kingston

Computer Science

James Dagan

Drama

Kristin Walker

Aimee Gorslar

Economics

Economics

Matthias Temmink

English Literature

The Scott Bat for Most Improved Cricketer Henry Hamilton

English Literature

Lachlan Thompson

Food Science and Nutrition

The Smalley Prize for Head Boy

Featherstone-Clark Award for EPQ

Zaki Marsali

Henry Hamilton

Effort Prize - Buchanan

Criminology
Bethan Newell

Name

Effort Prize - Brake - Year 13

Award

Food Science and Nutrition
French
Further Mathematics
Geography
Government and Politics
History
ICT (George Kent Award)
Law
Mathematics
Media Studies
Music
Philosophy
Photography
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Product Design
Spanish
Sport - BTEC
Statistics
Textiles
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Award

Emily Rawlinson
Amy Price
Lachlan Thompson
Jacob Smith
Maisie Stearns
Joshua Jackson
Lachlan Thompson
Harrisen Ruffels
Stephanie Hazzard
Robert Ellison
Lawrence Bland
Claudia Cortez
Stephanie Hazzard
Charlie Dodd
Maisie Stearns
William Hullis
Stephanie Hazzard
Samuel Loader
Ellie Neal
Amy Price

Sandy (Alexander) Young
Gul Melis Sismanoglu

Chloe (JiaHe) Yu
Jasmine Imsirovic
Lucy Varco

French

Elliot Denning

Geography

Elliot Denning

History

Jasmine Imsirovic

Law (Peter Veal)

Owen Mills

Mathematics (The Chairman’s Prize)

Steven Sun

Media Studies

Layla Warren

Music

Ji-Young Yoon

Philosophy

Ciaran Maher

Photography
Physical Education

Emily Lee
Owen Lambert

Physics

Sean Henley

Psychology

Simeon Jack

Product Design

Sahil Sunuwar

Spanish

Oliver Colebeck

The Bill Goldsmith Memorial Prize
for Contribution to Sport

James Gregson

The Presentation College Memorial Award Chloe (JiaHe) Yu
The Presentation College Memorial Award
Sport - BTEC

Elliot Denning
Emilie Lane

Statistics

Sahil Sunuwar

Textiles

Angelina Chen

Travel and Tourism

Layla Warren
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Celebrating continued success
To say the 2019-2020 school year was challenging would
be an understatement – and an offense to commonsense! In no way does training to be a teacher or parent
prepare one for the trials – and opportunities – thrown
our way in late March. However, the school community
met these challenges, adapted to them and overcame
them through a process of recognising that our normal
way of doing things was no longer possible.
Adopting technology to a degree impossible a year
before, we pushed the school online in one of the quickest
adaptations I have seen in my career. There were of course
a few snags, but from the beginning of lockdown we
delivered a full timetable of taught lessons for every
pupil through the school from Reception to Year 13.
Long-term projects, revision sessions, games lessons
and even online assessments were embraced fully by
our pupils – and the results, in the end, proved us right.
Following Government and Ofqual guidance, we designed
a rigorously thorough internal evaluation process to ensure
our students’ results were those they deserved – despite
being denied the opportunity to sit external examinations.
This system, combined with continual, transparent
communication with parents and pupils, produced
a set of results of which we could be no prouder.

“

At GCSE, we saw a particularly strong Year 11 cohort
earn over 97% at grade 4-9 (26% of which were grade
8 and 9), while the 88 students who took A level and
BTEC exams earned a 100% pass rate (Grades A-D)!
Of the 50 students who applied to further education,
46 students accepted University places and four took
up offers to study overseas.
It’s important to note this section refers to ‘continued
success’ – because at LVS Ascot we do not rest on past
successes; we always look to the future to see how we
can improve. Over the past months I’ve been asked
more times than I can count about education in this
new normal – and though I would love to provide a
definitive answer, the crystal ball I hold is far too murky
for any clear picture to emerge. However, there is one
thing I know for certain: the lessons learned since March
are now part of the fabric of this community – and if
outstanding results came from adapting to an environment
suddenly foisted upon us outside of our control, I cannot
wait to see what we can do when we actually know
what we’re doing! And I’m glad all of you are coming
along with us for the journey.

Pupil destinations
Aberystwyth University

UCL (University College London)

Bournemouth University

University College Birmingham

Cardiff University

University for the Creative Arts

Durham University

University of Bath

Goldsmiths, University of London

University of Birmingham

Hartpury University

University of Leicester

Lancaster University

University of Liverpool

Loughborough University

University of Nottingham

Nottingham Trent University

University of Reading

Oxford Brookes University

University of Southampton

Queen Mary University of London

University of St Andrews

Royal Holloway, University of London

University of Surrey

SOAS University of London

University of the Arts, London

St Mary’s University, Twickenham

University of Westminster, London

Swansea University

University of Worcester

UCFB

Bryan Padrick
Vice Principal / Director of Studies / Head of Sixth Form

thank you…
Thank you for being my safe place at LVS. I was honestly
so nervous when I came to LVS. It looked huge, and I had
only had one classroom each year my whole life before
that. Thankfully, I had the wellbeing hub. Sometimes
I get really nervous over small things, like losing my
phone, only to realise it was in my other jacket, or
missing something, I would always think, “What
would Ms Wilde say?”. I would always have your
office as a place to just breath and relax.
Thank you for making that possible.

Aiyana Lyengar
(Year 7 student)
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The LVS Ascot
community
Here at LVS Ascot, our community activity plays a huge
role in our success. It’s an opportunity to connect even
further with our pupils and parents, and with our recent
fundraising success and TV appearances, there’s never
a dull day. Read on to find out more and to hear about
the PTA, World of Work and our Alumni - just three of
the groups we have at LVS Ascot.

NHS fundraising
We’re so proud to have raised £2,500 for the NHS at such
a crucial time for them. During Lockdown we held two
fantastic virtual quiz nights - it was great to see so many
parents after such a long time. We all had so many laughs
and all for a great cause! You may have also spotted some
special signage outside the school...

LVS Ascot PTA

This Morning fame
Our very own Principal, Christine Cunniffe recently made
2 appearances on ITV’s This Morning. The first was where she
came face-to-face with the Secretary of State for Education,
Gavin Williamson. In a live discussion around the exam
situation, Christine challenged him on the controversial
algorithm decision... which did happen to be reversed shortly
afterwards! The second, she was invited back on the show to
discuss how the changes had effected pupils.

Facebook events
P ATRON
H M T HE Q UEEN

We miss you.
See you soon.

Supporting
the

World of Work
The WoW (World of Work) Group
started out with LVS Ascot parents,
teachers, career advisors and our
Principal discussing the changing world of work and how
we can better prepare our students for it.
We now believe that we can take it further and tap into the
business experience of our parent body. Imagine a business
network at our school gate, not just for us, but for our children
- that complements the curriculum and brings their studies
to life through work.
So, the WoW Group is now open to any parent who has any
business experience. Let’s support each other as business
peers and add value to the school and our students. Through
the WoW Group, we can inspire and guide our children into
finding their place in the world of work, whether that’s when
they leave LVS Ascot at 16 or 18, or following continued
studies or work schemes. For more information follow us
at ‘LVS Ascot World of Work’ on LinkedIn.com

Our FaceBook live events were initially designed as a
forum for all, as topical opinion pieces to discuss what was
going on during lockdown and beyond. Topics included:
continuity of education, exams and the impact of COVID-19,
how classrooms would be transformed and back to school.
These events gained in popularity and soon became more
of a general forum for LVS Ascot parents to keep updated
on how we were responding to the ever-changing situation.
More than 100 people per event have tuned in, and so
far, over 58,000 minutes of video have been viewed by
our collective audience. They’ve been so popular and the
feedback so positive that we are continuing to run the
events throughout the rest of the academic year. Make sure
you like our FB page to be kept updated on dates and topics.

Our PTA covers both the LVS Ascot Infant &
Junior School and Senior School. Our aim is
to raise funds for the school to benefit pupils,
parents and staff, and ultimately bring everyone
together. We run a number of events throughout
the year, including social events for pupils and
parents, regular second-hand clothing sales and
the Christmas Fair. Over the past few years, we’ve
used the money raised through the PTA to fund
or part-fund a wide range of projects including:
Infant & Junior School - horizontal monkey bars,
play equipment (skipping ropes, bats, balls, etc.)
and an environmental garden
Art & Design - 3D printer, frames for art rooms
and a photographic studio including three
cameras and lighting equipment
Sport – cricket covers to ensure games can
take place more often, a trim trail and a large
portable dance mat
Music – drum kit and a digital grand piano
You can follow our PTA on Twitter: @LVSAscotPTA
to see regular updates or to be part of our
fantastic team email us at pta@lvs.ascot.sch.uk

LVS Ascot alumni
We love giving our former students a chance
to stay in the LVS Ascot community by joining
our Alumni network. More information can be
found on the dedicated page on our website
www.lvs.ascot.sch.uk/lvs-alumni

“

thank you…
I don’t know if this will be the last time that I shall email but
I just wanted to take time to send an email to say thank you.
I can’t believe that I will officially be out of school next week!
Thank you for all your hard work and for taking the time to
help me out. Words are too simple to show my gratitude but
I’ll give it a go. I will miss sitting in the same place everyday
looking at the sun shine through the windows as I do my
work. I will miss the laughter of the staff and my friends, but
most of all I will miss the environment the warmth and ease
of stress when I was there. Again another thank you and
please stay safe! Please pass this message onto Mrs Ferrugia,
Mrs Watson and Miss Phillips as well. Finally thank you!
(again) :-) Also good luck for the future ahead.

Abhishek Gurung
(Year 7 student)
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Sixth Form ‘Spirit of LVS Ascot Awards’
This year we have renamed our scholarships and awards
the ‘Spirit of LVS Ascot Awards’ as we want to capture the
essence of what the awards mean and the impact that they
have on our students.
Subject-specific awards: Subject-specific awards are given
to all academic and vocational subjects. These awards range
from £1000 per annum to 20% off day fees per annum.
To apply for this award, you must be able to demonstrate
academic excellence in a subject and plan to study it in the
Sixth Form.
Sixth Form award: These awards can range from 20% - 50%
off day fees and are awarded to students joining our Sixth
form and who excel in one or more academic/vocational
subject and who contribute significantly to school life.
To apply: You should submit a letter to Mrs Christine
Cunniffe indicating why you feel you are a suitable
candidate and outline the benefits you will gain
from an award. The letters will be used along with
recommendations from your tutor and/or subject teacher/s.
Please submit an application form to the Director of
Admissions at admissions@lvs.ascot.sch.uk by the
1st November.
Parents: Please write to Mrs Christine Cunniffe directly
if you would like to add any comments in support of the
application that is not addressed in your child’s letter. This
is not a formal requirement to be considered for an award.
Licensed Trade Discounts: LVS Ascot is owned and
managed by the Licensed Trade Charity, our first school
opened in 1803 to educate children with parents from the
licensed drinks trade. We continue to support licensed
drinks trade people and offer discounted rates. If you
have worked in the licensed drinks trade, full-time (or the
equivalent of ), for 5 years, you could be entitled to a 20%
discount.
The Charity also offers Senior School Scholarships for
families in the licensed drinks trade, for entry into Years 9
and 12. To find out more informatiomn about Scholarships
and Bursaries contact admissions@lvs.ascot.sch.uk

Winners
Laila Ahmed
Victoria Beattie
Sam Antippa
Constance Bole
Cristobal Esquivel Zabib
Alexandros Fernandez-Poulopoulos
Binesh Gurung
Rudy Livingstone-Learmonth
Elliott Lowrie
Robert McCrann
Evelyn Melhuish
James Milligan
Nuoke Mu
Bethan Newell
Charlotte Powell
Jenish Pun
Sumiksha Rana
Alexander Seidel
Yangjen Sherpa
Prajil Shreesh
Kiertan Solanki
Joel Warren
Josephine Brady
Samantha Rathborne
Kasra (Amirkasra) Dadbakhsh
Matthew McBride
Noor Daudi

“

thank you…
Thank you so much for your support and effort over the last
month. It has been amazing to watch Daisy grow and take
responsibility for her school work while I work from home.
The level of education being offered by the school at this
time is sector leading, a real inspiration. The pastoral care
by yourself and the other teachers is above and beyond
expectations so thank you.
Every day on the way home I used to ask her to rate her day
at school out of ten. We would then talk about the reasons
for the rating. We would normally get a figure between 7 and
10. A solid 7 was an average, nothing amazing but good day
at school. Since we’ve been at home we haven’t fallen below
a 7 which is pretty astonishing all things considered.

Sarah Luscombe
(Mum to Daisy, Year 7)
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